Beaver Predicts Replies

In the last issue of The Tech a new sports feature appeared called "Beaver Predicts This Week." It said columns our sports department attempted to predict the outcome of the intercollegiate athletic events during the following weekend. Several people have expressed astonishment toward the feasibility of such a column, and they in all rights deserve a hearing and sincere consideration.

The facts are: we predicted that Tech would win five contests and lose five contests during the past weekend. Our ballgazing was fifty-five percent correct, but the outcome percentage was not an important factor in our determination. As a college newspaper's sports department we admit that it is plausible whether suggesting that a home team is going to lose an intercollegiate athletic contest is in good taste or not, and to those who thought it not, we sincerely apologize.

Frankly, the feature is an experiment in objective reporting, and we by definition had to inject unbiased opinions into it. However, it was not published without what we felt were worthwhile reasons. Firstly, we feel that it honestly rated the prospects of the MIT athletic teams in competition, and provided a chance for the general Tech student to gain prospective into the doings of intercollegiate athletics on this campus. Secondly, it established a criterion by which the outcome of the athletic contests could be judged, as to the relative performance of the MIT teams.

Oarsmen Go Winless

Frosh Heavies Shine

MIT's cross wire victors last Saturday, the heavyweights bowing to Rutgers at New York, and the lights at Navy at Annapolis. The last tune-up before next week's Eastern Sprint Championships, the races failed to produce any startling hopes for Tech and Columbia, both cross the finish line with room to spare. In the JV race it was Columbia victorious ever Rutgers and Tech.

Down at Annapolis the middies also pushed to three straight wins.

Save on Surplus

New shipment U.S. Army style Chino PANTS $2.98

Going camping? U.S.A. Buck sack Sleeping Bags Primus Pocket Stoves Tents - Ponchos Everything essential for the camper

U.S. Army Duffle Bags $2.98

Attention! U.S. Navy, Army, Air Force Reserve Officers Uniform Accessories and Equipment For Camp or Cruise

Luggage Trunks

Foot lockers $8.95

Central War Surplus

International business machines Corporation

G. L. Frost Co., Inc.
Automatic Body Repairing & Refinishing

What a man uses on his face is important

Choose quality shave with Old Spice

IBM

Time Equipment

Data Processing

Electronic Typewriters

Military Products

Special Engineering Products

Enter Campus Cambridge, Mass.

For sale! Omega 44.2 photo enlare in excellent condition

Contact George Clev

Rich, cramy quality for shaving comfort and skin health. New Formula Old Spice Shaving Cream in pint tubes. Brushless $1.00, 60 cent Old Spice aerosol Smooth Shave 1.00.

Shulton

New York - Washington
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